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Abstract Virtual Private Network (VPN) services over
the Internet are gaining increased acceptance due to the
economic benefits and flexibility. However, with diffi-
culties of providing sufficient transmission capacity for
value-added and mission-critical services, the Optical
VPN (OVPN) deploying Dense Wavelength-Division
Multiplexing (DWDM) technology has been seen as a
favorable approach for realizing the future VPN ser-
vices. In an OVPN, the Routing and Wavelength Assign-
ment problem plays a key role for capacity utilization
and therefore the Multicast Routing and Wavelength
Assignment problem has been the dominant
issue in a DWDM-based OVPN. In this paper, using
Virtual Source (VS) nodes that have splitting and wave-
length conversion capabilities, we propose a new Mul-
ticast Routing and Wavelength Assignment method for
multicast sessions. The algorithm combines the VS-based
tree generation approach with Multi-Wavelength Mini-
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mum Interference Path Routing (MW-MIPR) that
chooses a path that does not interfere too much with
potential future multicast session requests.

Keywords Multicast Routing and Wavelength
Assignment · MW-MIPR · OVPN

Introduction

AstheInternetandopticalnetworktechnology advances,
IP over Dense Wavelength-Division Multiplexing
(DWDM) has been envisioned as the most promising
solution for the next generation optical Internet. Espe-
cially, Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) are well recog-
nized as one of the critical applications of the future
Internet market and have gained increased acceptance
due to the economic benefits and maturing technol-
ogy [1–3]. Moreover, given the increasing demand for
high bandwidth services, a DWDM-based Optical VPN
(OVPN) has been regarded as a favorable approach for
the future VPN.

One of the critical issues in OVPN is the Routing
and Wavelength Assignment problem that is embossed
as very important and plays a key role in improving
the global efficiency for capacity utilization. In addi-
tion, many applications such as television broadcast,
movie broadcasts from studios, video-conferencing, live
auctions, interactive distance learning, and distributed
games are becoming increasingly popular. These appli-
cations require point-to-multipoint connections among
the nodes in the networks.

As a solution of such applications, multicast provides
an efficient way of disseminating data from a source
to a group of destinations, so the multicast problem in
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the optical networks has been studied for years and
many efficient multicast routing protocols have been
developed [4–7].

To support multicast services at the Wavelength-
Division Multiplexing (WDM) layer, the concept of the
light-tree was introduced in [8], which is a point-to-mul-
tipoint extension of a lightpath (i.e., an all-optical WDM
channel). The key advantage of light-tree is that only one
transmitter is needed for transmission and intermedi-
ate tree links can be shared by multiple destinations. To
support all-optical multicasting sessions efficiently, some
nodes in DWDM networks need to have the light split-
ting capability [9]. A node with splitting capability can
forward an incoming message to multiple output chan-
nels, and therefore is multicast-capable (MC). An MC
node, however, is expensive to implement throughout
the whole networks, so the concept of sparse-splitting
was first introduced in [10]. With the sparse-splitting
capability, only small percentages of nodes in the net-
works are MC, and the rest are Multicast Incapable
(MI). MI nodes can forward an input signal only to one
of the output ports; thus it cannot serve as a branching
node of a light-tree.

In order to provide the multicast services, some multi-
cast routing algorithms were proposed based on a
Source-based tree and a Steiner-based tree. In a Source-
based tree, a multicast tree was constructed to mini-
mize the cost of individual paths from a source to each
destination [10]. In [11], Steiner-based multicast meth-
ods were proposed to minimize the total cost of the
tree. However, the previous researches had the follow-
ing restrictions. In wide area networks, the destinations
of a session are distributed over the globe, so the delay
incurred in constructing the light-tree will be very high.
Moreover, the tree may need to be reconstructed, if a
link or a node fails. Therefore, it needs to have a simple
procedure to add and delete a node from the existing
multicast session.

To overcome these limitations, [12] proposed a
Virtual Source VS-based tree generation method. Using
a Virtual Source (VS) node that has both splitting and
wavelength conversion capabilities, a node can trans-
mit an incoming message to any number of output links
on any wavelengths. In addition, the setup time for a
VS-based multicast tree is much less compared to that of
source-rooted multicast tree construction because each
VS node should make reservations for the paths to sup-
port the multicast sessions prior to the multicast ser-
vice requests. But as the number of VS nodes increases,
the overheads due to the resource reservation for paths
between VS nodes also increase, especially in the fre-
quently used links, i.e., the critical links. In order to
reduce the overheads in the critical links that affect the

network performances, it needs a link-managing scheme
between VS nodes throughout the networks [13].

To surmount this problem, we propose a new Multi-
cast Routing and Wavelength Assignment method choos-
ing a link that does not interfere too much with potential
future multicast session requests, called Virtual Source-
based Minimum Interference Path Multi-cast Routing
(VS-MIPMR) [13–17]. Our work is inspired by the previ-
ously proposed Minimum Interference Routing (MIR)
algorithm with traffic engineering in a multi-protocol
label switching (MPLS) network [13–16]. Moreover, in
[14] Multi-Wavelength Minimum Interference Path
Routing (MW-MIPR) was proposed for an extension
of MIR from the viewpoint of providing an appropriate
traffic-engineering scheme through efficiently utilizing
wavelengths by taking into consideration the potential
future network’s congestion states. Using MW-MIPR,
this paper provides a new Multicast Routing and Wave-
length Assignment method for multicast services, which
efficiently uses the wavelength resources in comparison
with VS-based tree generation method.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section
“Previousresearchwork”,wereviewthestateofprevious
research work. In Section “VS-MIPMR algorithm”, we
define a new Multicast Routing and Wavelength Assign-
ment algorithm, i.e., VS-MIPMR. Experimental results
showing effects of the new algorithm and our conclu-
sionarepresentedinSections“Experimentalresults”and
“Conclusion”, respectively.

Previous research work

Source-rooted approach

In the Source-rooted approach, a multicast tree is con-
structed with the source of a session as the root of the
tree. The objective here is either to minimize the total
cost of the tree or to minimize the individual cost of
paths between the source and destinations. Depending
on the objective there are two methods to construct a
multicast tree (i.e., Source-based tree and Steiner-based
tree) [10–11].

In Source-based tree generation methods [10], the
destinations are added to the multicast tree in the short-
est path to the source of a multicast session. These algo-
rithms provide a computationally simple solution to the
multicast tree generation, but have some limitations.
Table 1 summarizes the properties, merits and demerits
of each multicast tree generation method in the source-
based tree approach.

In the Steiner-based tree [11], the destinations are
added to the existing multicast tree one at a time in such
a way that the total cost of the tree is minimized. To add
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Table 1 Comparisons of source-based tree generation methods

Re-route-to-Source Re-route-to-Any Member-First

Properties Each destination finds its reverse
shortest path heading for the
source.

Each destination finds the near-
est node in the current tree head-
ing for the source.

The tree is constructed accord-
ing to the link priorities, which
was determined by whether or
not the link is leading to desti-
nations.

Advantages Shortest delay, and simple imple-
mentation.

Moderate wavelength, channel
resources, and delay required.

The least number of wavelengths
and short delay.

Disadvantages It requires the largest amount
of channel resources and wave-
length numbers.

The constructed tree may have
some paths, which are not the
shortest paths.

Computational complexity.

Table 2 Comparisons of Steiner-based tree generation methods

Member-Only Capability-Based-Connection

Properties It is similar to the Member-First
method. However, if some inter-
mediate nodes are located in
equal distance from the present
node, the node is connected to
one of them selected arbitrary.

Spawn-from-VS heuristic Capability-based-priority heuris-
tic

To spawn a new tree, each VS
node acts like a source.

The Nodes in the networks are
assigned with priorities depend-
ing on the wavelength conversion
and splitting capabilities.

Advantages It requires the least number
of wavelengths and wavelength
channel resources among all four
algorithms (including this) al-
ready explained.

This approach needs less wavelength and channel resources com-
pared to the Member-Only method.

Disadvantages Long delay, and computational complexity.

a node to the tree, it is required to find the minimum
cost path tree to all nodes in the tree. This approach is
computationally expensive. Hence, heuristics are pro-
vided to choose a node to which the present node can
be connected. Table 2 summarizes the properties, merits
and demerits of each multicast tree generation method
in the Steiner-based tree approach.

For a given multicast session, the methods of the
source-rooted approach construct a set of trees with an
objective of either minimizing the total cost of the tree
or minimizing the individual cost of the path between
the source and the destinations. However, the source-
rooted approach has to consider all intermediate nodes
that were laid in the paths between the source and the
destination nodes in order to establish efficient path con-
structions. Therefore, it has a long light-tree setup time.
In addition to the long setup time, the light-tree needs
to be reconstructed if the tree structure is changed or a
link fails. For such a case, the VS-rooted approach was
suggested.

Virtual source-rooted approach

The algorithm based on this approach overcomes the
limitations of the source-rooted approach. In the
VS-based method, some nodes in the networks are cho-
sen as VS nodes. Here, VS nodes have splitting and
wavelength conversion capabilities and can transmit an
incoming message to any number of outgoing links on
any wavelengths. These VS nodes are interconnected in
such a way that a lightpath is established between every
pair of VS nodes in order to reserve the resources, which
can be used to transmit the message and to exchange the
routing information for each multicast session request.
These interconnectivities among the VS nodes are used
when the multicast tree is constructed. Thus, the mul-
ticast routing works in two phases, namely, a network-
partitioning phase and a tree generation phase [12, 18].

In the network-partitioning phase, nodes that have a
high-degree of connectivity are chosen as VS nodes in
about 20% of the given network’s nodes, and the given
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physical networks are partitioned into several regions
based on the vicinity of the VS nodes. A VS node can
transmit an incoming message to any number of outgo-
ing links. Therefore, VS nodes act as a multicast session
distribution point to the set of partitioned nodes that are
connected to them. Once the VS nodes are identified,
the paths between all VS nodes are computed. Every
VS node establishes connections to all other VS nodes,
and the remaining partitioned nodes in the networks are
grouped into sub-trees, each with the root as a VS node.

In the tree generation phase, given a source and the
set of destinations of a multicast session, the aim is to
generate a multicast tree. This phase makes use of the
connectivity provided in the previous phase. In order
to provide multicast services, the source of a multicast
session establishes a connection for the resource reser-
vation to a VS node with the least distance from itself.
The VS node that is chosen by the source to establish a
connection is referred to as the primary virtual source
(PVS). All other VS nodes that have one or more des-
tinations of a session in the set of nodes connected to it
are referred to as secondary virtual source (SVS). The
PVS node establishes the connections to SVS nodes, and
then SVS nodes establish the connections to destina-
tions in its partition. Therefore, the source can establish
the connections to all destinations using the connectiv-
ity provided in the previous phase. As a result, the setup
time for establishing the multicast session becomes low.

Compared to the source-rooted approach, this
approach has some advantages. First, a source does not
need to know about the location of the destinations, and

there is a maximum of three light-hop distances from a
source to any destinations. Hence, the fairness among
destinations is achieved. And the procedure of dynamic
addition or deletion of members in the group is simple in
comparison with the source-rooted approach. Whereas
the VS-based tree method has a critical default such
like that as the number of VS nodes increases, the over-
heads due to the resource reservation for paths between
VS nodes also increase. Such overheads affect network
performance in networks where resources are limited.

MW-MIPR approach

In the VS-based method, it requires shortest paths
between VS nodes because each multicast session needs
to reserve the resources for paths between VS nodes.
Therefore the blocking probability of potential future
multicast session requests increases due to the frequently
used shortest paths, especially the paths between VS
nodes.

In order to overcome such a limitation, it needs a
strategy to control the traffic streams of paths between
VS nodes. That is because the paths between VS nodes
should be critical paths due to the shortest path selection
to make each multicast session request. As a strategy,
we can reduce the use of those paths choosing efficient
paths, instead of the shortest path; thus, decreasing the
utilization of wavelength number throughout the net-
works.

As a solution of traffic control, we investigated the
previously proposed MIR algorithm with traffic engi-
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neering in a MPLS network [13–16]. The key idea of
MIR is to pick a path that does not interfere too much
with potential future setup requests between some
source-destinations pairs. In [14], MW-MIPR was pro-
posed for an extension of MIR. This method suggested
an important role in enhancing the resource utilization
and in reducing the overall call blocking probability of
the networks through efficiently utilizing wavelengths
by taking into consideration the potential future net-
work’s congestion states. As a result, using the term, i.e.,
critical link [13], this algorithm chooses a light path that
does minimize interference for potential future setup
requests by avoiding congested links. We adopt the con-
cept “critical link” to reduce the utilization of the fre-
quently used paths in each path between every two VS
nodes.

VS-MIPMR algorithm

TheillustratedOVPNreferencearchitectureinFig.1con-
sists of the customer sites (OVPN A and OVPN B) in the

electriccontroldomainandtheDWDM-basedbackbone
network in the optical domain. The external VPN aggre-
gates IP packets, which have the same destined packets at
theClientEdge(CE)nodestoreducenetworkcomplexity
and to make operation simple. The internal OVPN back-
bone network consists of the Provider Edge (PE) nodes
(i.e.,sourcenodesanddestinationnodes)andtheProvider
Core(PC)nodes(i.e.,VirtualSourcenodesandNeighbor-
ingnodes)andtheseelementsforwarddatatrafficbetween
VPNs without electric-optic-electric conversions [3]. In
OVPN, the goal is to establish several OVPN connec-
tions on the physical topology, which provide a variety
of multicast services and need to make resource reserva-
tionsinordertoconstructlight-treesofthecorresponding
multicast services.

In the VS-based tree method, as the number of VS
nodes increases, the overheads due to the resource reser-
vations for paths between VS nodes also increase, where
the resources are needed to exchange the information
for each sub-tree when the VS-based tree method
constructs the multicast trees among the VS nodes.
Moreover, many potential future multicast session

Fig. 3 Example network
topologies

(a) 14-node topology

(b) 24-node topology
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requests may make the paths between VS nodes busy
because they need additive resource reservations and
use critical links so that the networks can waste redun-
dant wavelength numbers. So it needs a suitable strategy
to follow efficient paths between VS nodes that avoid
the critical paths.

In this paper, we propose a new Multicast Rout-
ing and Wavelength Assignment method choosing a
path that does not interfere too much with potential
future multicast session reservation requests based on
the VS-rooted approach, called VS-MIPMR [13–17].
Choosing efficient paths considering the potential
future network’s congestion states instead of the short-
est path, the new algorithm overcomes the limitation of
the VS-based method and provides the efficient utiliza-
tion of wavelengths.

Figure 1 illustrates the new algorithm. We assume
that a segment means a path between VS nodes, and
each segment must follow the wavelength continuity
constraint [19, 20], because only VS node can have a
wavelength conversion capability.

There are two potential source-destinations pairs such
as (S1, D11, and D12) and (S2, D21, and D22). When S1 is
chosen for the first multicast session in order to make a
resource reservation for the path between VS1 and VS2,
the other multicast session may share the same path
having a minimum-hop path but can lead to high block-
ing probability by inefficiently using the resource due to
the traffic concentration on that path. Thus, it is better
to take S2 that has a minimum interference effect for
other future multicast session requests, even though the
path is longer than S1. Before formulation of the new

Fig. 4 Number of
wavelengths over sessions
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algorithm, we define some notations commonly used in
this algorithm as follows:

• G(N, L, W): Given network, where N is the set of
nodes, L is the set of links, and W is the set of
wavelengths per link. In this graph, the number
of wavelengths per link is same for each link belong-
ing to L.

• P: Set of potential PVS-SVS node pairs that can
be required a connection establishment by multi-
cast session request in the future. Let (i, j) denote a
generic element of this set.

• C: Set of PVS-SVS node pairs required a connection
establishment by current multicast session request.
Let(a, b)denoteagenericelementofthisset.(C ⊂ P)

• Sm
ij : Pre-selected mth minimum hop segment

connecting the path between a (i, j)-pair. Here,

superscript m denotes segment index. (1 �
m � 3)

• πm
ij : Set of links over the minimum hop segment Sm

ij .

• Fm
ij : Set of wavelengths satisfying the wavelength-

continuity constraint over Sm
ij .

• �m
ij : Wavelength assigned by the FF scheme among

Fm
ij .

• αij: Weight between a (i, j)-pair.
• R(Sm

ij ): Accumulated total weights for Sm
ij .

Among the notations, αij is a key parameter in
VS-MIPMR. Here αij statistically presents the weight
for a segment according to the degree of multicast ses-
sion resource reservation requests between the VS-
nodes. Based on these notations, the link weights are
determined as follow:

Fig. 5 Gain of wavelength
numbers over sessions
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CSt
ij(ab) :

{(
πm

ab ∩ π t
ij

)
�= φ

}
∩

(
�m

ab ∈ Ft
ij

)
,

∀(i, j) ∈ P\(a, b), 1 � m � 3
(1)




[
if St

ij : Sm
ab ∈ CSt

ij(ab) ∩
{(

Ft
ij − �m

ab

)
= φ

}]
(
∂Ft

ij/∂vm
ab

)
= 1[

if St
ij : Sm

ab ∈ CSt
ij(ab) ∩

{(
Ft

ij − �m
ab

)
�= φ

}]
(
∂Ft

ij/∂vm
ab

)
= 1/2

[otherwise](
∂Ft

ij/∂vm
ab

)
= 0

(2)

R
(
Sm

ab

) =
∑

∀(i,j)∈P\(a,b)

{ 3∑
t=1

αij ·
(
∂Ft

ij/∂vm
ab

)}
. (3)

Equation (1) reflects whether each minimum hop seg-
ment, pre-selected between a (a, b)-pair, i.e.,
Sm

ab(1 � m � 3), interferes with potential future de-
mands or not. If the mth minimum hop segment Sm

ab of a
(a, b)-pair shares some links with the tth minimum hop
segment St

ij of a (i, j)-pair and a assigned wavelength �m
ab

over Sm
ab belongs to the set of available wavelengths Ft

ij
over St

ij, then the mth minimum hop segment of a (a, b)-
pair is the congestion segment for the tth minimum hop
segment of a (i, j)-pair.

In Eq. 2, let νm
ab denote the mth minimum hop seg-

ment Sm
ab with an assigned wavelength �m

ab by the
FF scheme between a (a, b)-pair. And, let ∂Ft

ij/∂νm
ab

denote the interference weight to reflect the change rate
of available wavelengths Ft

ij over the tth minimum hop

Fig. 6 Number of
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segment of a (i, j)-pair, where ∀(i, j) ∈ P\(a, b), when
the current multicast session between a (a, b)-pair is
routed along the mth minimum hop segment Sm

ab.
As shown in Eq. 2, the value of ∂Ft

ij/∂νm
ab is allocated

the differentiated values as follows: when the mth min-
imum hop segment Sm

ab of a (a, b)-pair is the congestion
segment for the tth minimum hop segment St

ij of a (i, j)-
pair, and if segment St

ij cannot be assigned any wave-
length after wavelength �m

ab is assigned along Sm
ab, then

∂Ft
ij/∂νm

ab is equal to 1, else ∂Ft
ij/∂νm

ab is equal to 1/2. In
all other cases, ∂Ft

ij/∂νm
ab is equal to 0.

In network-partitioning phase, VS-MIPMR algorithm
pre-selects three minimum hop segments between each
(i, j)-pair, where ∀(i, j) ∈ P, to reduce computation com-
plexity. In tree generation phase, VS-MIPMR algorithm
computes the weight of each segment Sm

ab according to
Eq. 3, and then chooses the optimal route with the
smallest weight R(Sm

ab) among the three pre-selected

minimum hop segments between a (a, b)-pair so that
the current request does not interfere too much with
potential future demands. Figure 2 illustrates such a pro-
cedure of VS-MIPMR.

Experimental results

In this section, simulations are carried out to evaluate
the performance of VS-MIPMR. The network models
used in the simulations are 14-node and 24-node topol-
ogies, as shown in Fig. 3, that are currently often used
as DWDM network models and adopted in most of the
papers related to DWDM networks. And we assume that
the multicast session requests arrive randomly according
to the Poisson process.

We compare the proposed VS-MIPMR with VS-based
method from the viewpoint of the utilization of the

Fig. 7 Loss of wavelength
channel numbers over
sessions
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wavelength numbers and the wavelength channel
numbers, and analyze the gain of the wavelength num-
bers and the loss of the wavelength channel numbers.
Here the gain means the difference of the wavelength
numbers between our algorithm and VS-based method,
and the loss is defined as the difference of the wavelength
channel numbers between our algorithm and VS-based
method.

In order to prove the efficiency of VS-MIPMR algo-
rithm proposed in Section “VS-MIPMR algorithm”, we
showed the wavelength numbers and the wavelength
channel numbers of VS-MIPMR and the Virtual Source-
based method; here the Group Size (GS) that deter-
mines the number of members to construct a multicast
session is 0.3 and 0.4 [18]. The plots of wavelength num-
bers required in both test networks are illustrated in
Fig. 4. These show that the proposed VS-MIPMR archives
wavelength saving in comparison with VS-based method
because of selecting the minimum interference path
with potential future multicast session requests between
VS-node pair. Moreover, Fig. 5 depicts more clearly
the benefit of the proposed VS-MIPMR over VS-based
method. These graphs indicate that the proposed VS-
MIPMR has more gain of wavelength numbers than VS-
based method (improved by about 16–25%) and also
better performance in larger network (24-node topol-
ogy).

Figure 6 shows that VS-MIPMR needs slightly more
number of wavelength channels than that of the Virtual
Source-based method due to the detour paths to avoid
congestion links. However, we can identify that the loss
of the wavelength channel does not exceed 7% and 2%
in the 14-node and 24-node topologies, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 7.

In conclusion, using VS-MIPMR we can construct
the multicast trees more efficiently than the VS-based
method, even though we experience a bit of loss in the
wavelength channel numbers.

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new Multicast Routing and
Wavelength Assignment algorithm in DWDM-based
OVPN. According to our simulation results, even though
VS-MIPMR needs slightly more number of wavelength
channels (e.g., 7% and 2% in the 14-node and 24-node
topologies, respectively) due to the detour paths to avoid
congestion links, our algorithm significantly improves
the utilization of wavelengths over sessions (approxi-
mately 24–25% in our network topologies), comparing
with the Virtual Source-based method in DWDM-based
OVPN.

The proposed multicast algorithm can be applied to
the GMPLS (Generalized Multi-protocol Label Switch-
ing) call control protocol in DWDM-based OVPN. As a
future research, we have a plan to apply the proposed
algorithm to the various network models that have more
nodes than ours, and conduct simulations to verify the
efficiency of the algorithm. In addition to verifying the
efficiency, we will expand the new algorithm for differen-
tiated multicast applications in a variety of QoP (Quality
of Protection)-based service classes in the next genera-
tion Optical Virtual Private Networks.
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